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Fun is in the Forecast at Imagination Station 

 
TOLEDO, Ohio – The Toledo region has been a little light on the snow this winter season, but that’s not 
stopping Imagination Station from celebrating one of winter’s most anticipated events…the snow day! 
The science center is hosting a Snowed-In Pajama Party from Saturday – Monday, January 18 – 20. 
Fun is in the forecast with traditional snow day activities planned to entertain little kids and big kids 
alike.  
 
Visitors will enjoy STEM activities like: 
 

 taking notes from the pros as they watch some of the world’s best compete in a Rubik’s Cube 
Tournament with the World Cube Association (Saturday only) 

 watching as a specialized robot solves a Rubik’s Cube in a matter of moments 

 putting their engineering skills to the test as they work together to construct an epic blanket fort 
to explore 

 competing in a battle of concentration and strategy with oversize chess 

 exploring friction, balance and structural engineering with a game of giant Jenga 

 learning challenging new board games and classic favorites with Toledo Game Room 
(Saturday), Old School Gaming (Sunday) and Checkmate Games and Hobbies (Monday). 

 investigating weight, balance and center of mass by building a mobile for the community art 
display 

 
The Snowed-In PJ Party is the final event in Imagination Station’s Snowmazing Science event series. 
Pajamas and slippers are welcome! Snowmazing Science is presented by Comfort Line FiberFrame. 
 
Imagination Station provides a critical layer of science enrichment by serving as an educational partner 
for teachers, schools and parents. It’s with a thoughtful blend of exhibits, experiences, education and 
excitement that Imagination Station inspires visitors to pursue STEM careers in Northwest Ohio.  
 
For more information, please call 419.244.2674 or visit imaginationstationtoledo.org. 
 
WHAT:    Snowmazing Science: Snowed-In Pajama Party 
 
WHERE:  Imagination Station 
   1 Discovery Way, Toledo, OH 
    
WHEN:   Saturday, January 18 10am – 5pm 

Sunday, January 19  Noon – 5pm 
Monday, January 20* 10am – 5pm 
 
*Imagination Station is open for the Martin Luther King, Jr. holiday. 
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